ABSTRACT The recent growth in the demand for scalable applications from the consumers of the services has motivated the application development community to build and deploy the applications on cloud in the form of services. The deployed applications have significant dependency on the infrastructure available with the application providers. Bounded by the limitations of available resource pools on-premises, many application development companies have migrated the applications to third party cloud environments called data centers. The data center owners or the cloud service providers are entitled to ensure high performance and high availability of the applications and at the same time the desired scalability for the applications. Also, the cloud service providers are also challenging in terms of cost reduction and energy consumption reductions for better manageability of the data center without degrading the performance of the deployed applications. It is to be noted that the performance of the application does not only depend on the responsiveness of the applications rather also must be measured in terms of service level agreements. The violation of the service level agreements or SLA can easily disprove the purpose of application deployments on cloudbased data centers. Thus, the data center owners apply multiple load balancing strategies for maintaining the desired outcomes from the application owners at the minimized cost of data center maintainability. Hence, the demand of the research is to thoroughly study and identify the scopes for improvements in the parallel research outcomes. As the number of applications ranging from small data-centric applications coming with the demand of frequent updates with higher computational capabilities to the big data-centric application as big data analytics applications coming with efficient algorithms for data and computation load managements, the data center owners are forced to think for efficient algorithms for load managements. The algorithms presented by various research attempts have engrossed on application specific demands for load balancing using virtual machine migrations and the solution as the proposed algorithms have become application problem specific. Henceforth, the further demand of the research is a guideline for selecting the appropriate load balancing algorithm via virtual machine migration for characteristics-based specific applications. Hence, this paper presents a comprehensive survey on existing virtual machine migration and selection processes to understand the specific application-oriented capabilities of these strategies with the advantages and bottlenecks. Also, with the understanding of the existing measures for load balancing, it is also important to furnish the further improvement strategies, which can be made possible with a detailed understanding of the parallel research outcomes. Henceforth, this paper also equips the study with guidelines for improvements and for further study. Nonetheless, the study cannot be completed without the mathematical analysis for better understanding and experimental analysis on different standards of datasets for better conclusive decisions. Hence, this paper also presents the discussion on mathematical models and experimental result analysis for the conclusive decision on the improvement factors and the usability of the migration methods for various purposes. Finally, this paper is a comprehensive survey on the background of the research, recent research outcomes using mathematical modeling and experimental studies on various available datasets, and finally identify the scopes of improvements considering various aspects such as execution time, mean time before a VM migration, mean time before a host shutdown, number of node shutdowns, SLA performance degradation, VM migrations, and energy consumption. 
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the recent time, multiple parallel research outcomes have demonstrated many notable strategies for load balancing on cloud-based data centers. Nonetheless, the strategies are criticized by various other research attempts for several factors. The critics have not only done an extensive testing on the existing strategies for load balancing, rather also opened the newer research directions. Nevertheless, the analysis of the load balancing strategies is limited on few parametric analyses and many of the types are independent to the application domain or the nature of the cloud-based data centers as public, community, hybrid or private.
With the strong believe in this research direction, it is the demand of the modern research to justify the analysis of existing load balancing algorithms on various factors as application domain types, load types and with a significantly strong metric for comparisons. In one of the recent publications by Singh and Kumar [72] have demonstrated the importance of the prior knowledge for selecting a proper load balancing algorithm with all security features. This work by Singh and Kumar [72] shows that the single concentration on workload and workload management cannot justify the other aspects of the cloud-based datacenter demands. Also, the work by Singh and Kumar [72] clearly suggests that the data into the application or the nature of the work load also plays a crucial role in deciding the load balancing strategy or the virtual machine migration process. Further, the reports from the work of Murk et al. [73] confirms the believe that, various factors such as domain of the applications or load types or the combination of both the factors can be the decision-making factor for selecting the appropriate load balancing and virtual machine migration techniques.
The load balancing techniques on cloud computing is the generic framework-based process where the generated workloads are distributed over multiple data centers resources. These techniques bring the advantage of lower response time. Nonetheless, the cost of replication of resources is also to be taken care as an additional cost. The cloud data centerbased load balancing is distinguished from the domain name service-based load balancing. The domain name service load balancers deploy the hardware and software components to balance load for the hardware resources, whereas the cloud-based load balancing techniques deploys the software algorithms or protocols to distribute the load over multiple software services. Also, it is to be understood that, the cloudbased load balancing techniques allows the customers to use the global or geodetically distributed services based on geodetically distributed servers. The benefits achieved from
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Fabrizio Messina. data center load balancing are numerous as Handling the high unexpected traffic generally referred to Cyber Spikes, Making the application scalable based on the demand without degrading the performance, Increases the reliability at the cost of replication of services and Reduces the hardware cost compared to the DNS based load balancing.
Henceforth, in this chapter of the work, the existing algorithms or strategies for load balancing are analyzed on the proposed factors of survey with theoretical and experimental analysis.
II. BACKGROUND OF THE LOAD BALANCING STRATEGY
In this section of the work the background of the research is analyzed. This strategical survey on the origination of the load balancing starts from the distribution of the task and further task scheduling for the distributed processing. In the initial phases of the research, the major challenge is to identify the distribution schedule and task concurrency control. The parallel researches searched for a framework, where the task, the data, on which the tasks will be operational, and the data generated by the task will be managed without the concurrency issues. Hence, the further research continues towards building such frameworks and scheduling tasks on these frameworks. The work of Wylie et al. [1] demonstrated the task scheduling for distributed computing environments. This work enables the idea of utilizing MapReduce computing techniques for processing jobs and connected data during task scheduling. The experimental work by Dean and Ghemawat [2] and the initial roadmap for using Google distributed file system by S. Leung et al. [3] demonstrates the benefits of using Hadoop and MapReduce. The demand for using distributed processing systems kept on growing with the demand for faster processing for big data applications using several analytics, learning and deep mining of the large-scale data. These applications demand faster processing, which can be accomplished using distributed sorting mechanism, analysis of task logs and indexes or specifically the inverted indexes. The use of indexes ensures the job allocation must be aware of the resources available as showcased by Tan et al. [4] . Also, the work of Mao et al. [5] discovers a newer paradigm of building dynamic indexes to enable load driven task allocations. A wide range of resource or load aware task scheduling techniques where been introduced in the recent past. The work of Konar et al. [6] provides the guideline for building improved scheduling algorithms and Liu et al. [7] demonstrates the guidelines for measuring the performance of any scheduling algorithms.
During the last decade several researchers have contributed significantly towards building the most sophisticated scheduling algorithm for distributed tasks. The fundamental algorithm for scheduling distributed jobs is the FIFO scheduler and the work of Pei et al. [8] have showcased the improvements over FIFO scheduler. The major drawback of this strategy is the significant ignorance of priority of the tasks and the locality of the resources.
Utilization of the indexing mechanism for making the scheduler algorithm aware of the available resources is one of the most prominent improvements over FIFO scheduler which is demonstrated by Yong et al. [9] . The other issue with the traditional scheduling methods is resolved by Sarma et al. [10] by utilizing the locality of the resource principle.
The above-mentioned efforts are fundamentally criticized to obtain the basic demand from the consumers of the distributed applications. The basic demand of the consumers is to achieve higher responsive application. The resource towards achieving higher responsiveness or lower response time is intrigued by the research of Dai and Bensaou [11] . This research establishes the road map for building higher responsive algorithms for scheduling tasks on any framework managing the task and resource distribution.
Yet another challenge faced by the research community is to deal with the resources which are heterogeneous in nature. The major bottleneck of this situation is to decide the priority or weightage of resources due to the heterogeneous nature and the demand of the resources. An initial proposal to resolve this issue is proposed by Elkholy et al. [12] . This work ensures the demand-based adaptive scheduling policy for task scheduling. Further the enhancements of this proposal are presented by Nayak et al. [13] utilizing the benefits from cloud-based services for distributed task and resource managements. Yet another direction of these proposals is presented by Xu et al. [14] for prioritizing the utilization of the load types with the resources and resource types.
The scheduling of tasks based on only on the principal of locality is also widely accepted in the research community. The placement of the tasks using the nearest locality policies is demonstrated by the parallel research attempt of Archana et al. [15] . This work is criticized by various other research attempts for lack of precision. The enhancement is also being proposed and the work of Mao et al. [16] can demonstrate significant improvement of accuracy for detecting the most highly populated node with the resources for task allocation. The fine tuning of the location for task allocation can be decided using the density of the resources and dependent tasks in any node. The calculation method for these purposes is proposed by Yao et al. [17] and Moseley et al. [18] .
Nonetheless, none of the recent research demonstrates the comparative analysis of the baseline for distributed task processing and does not present any understandable configuration differentiations using mathematical analysis.
Henceforth, this section of the work, firstly formulates the task distribution paradigm and further analyses the load or task scheduling mechanisms.
III. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING FOR TASK ALLOCATION
This section of the work analyses the fundamental factors and the processes for scheduling distributed tasks. This component of the research will certainly highlight the entry point for enhancement of the research attempts. The mathematical analysis is carried out considering the open source framework Hadoop [19] .
The task sets running on Hadoop framework can be denoted as T and each Map-Reduced component can be denoted as t. Thus, the relation of taskset cane can be formulated as,
Assuming that, total number of members in the taskset is n.
Further, considering the multi-user environment, the user set can be denoted as U and each member of the user set is denoted as u. Hence, the formulation can be furnished as,
Also, based on the principle of task affinity of the users, the relation between the users and submitted tasks can be observed as,
Furthermore, assuming the default multiple queue scheduling arrangements in the Hadoop framework, the entire queue configuration can be denoted as Q and each level of the queues can be comprised of multiple dependent queue as q. Hence, the configuration can be represented as,
As mentioned, each queue in the queue group is a dependent multi-level queue as can be denoted as,
And the level of the queue configuration can be represented as,
where, X and Y denotes the partitions and levels for queue configurations respectively. Henceforth, the task allocation can be formulated as,
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And the user affinity can be furnished as,
Thus, in the light of Eq. (1.8), the traditional system for distributed task scheduling is explained.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL FOR HADOOP TASK ALLOCATION
This section of the work analyses the default scheduler arrangements and the factors measuring the performances for each scheduler methods.
The scheduling of the work is the most issue settling part in MapReduce. In any case, the evil administration of the planning methods may prompt high time multifaceted nature, low information area or synchronization issues. In this work, the current calculations and methods accessible in the Hadoop system are dissected with comprehension of the centrality in time and information multifaceted nature worldview.
A. FIFO SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE (FIRST IN FIRST OUT)
The initial and primitive type of job scheduling technique available with Hadoop framework is the FIFO scheduler [19] . The basic principle for FIFO scheduler is to allocate the tasks to the Hadoop queue based on the time of job submission and reduction of the tasks. During the deployment of the enhanced version of the FIFO scheduling algorithm, the tasks can be made parallel in processing and can reside back on the job queue.
The performance of the FIFO scheduler must be measured under the situation of heterogenous task types and by responsiveness of the tasks [ 
B. FAIR SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
The second type of the scheduler algorithm is the FAIR scheduler. This scheduler works on the basic principle of identifying the available resource slots for mapper and reducer process and further allocate the tasks to the free slots [20] . Based on the survey work by Andrews and Binu [21] it can be concluded that, the allocation of tasks performance must be measured using computation time for task processing distribution. Also, the parallel research outcome by Chen et al. [22] the resource pools accessibility is also one the criteria for performance measure. 
C. CAPACITY SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
The enhanced version of the FAIR scheduling technique is noted as the Capacity scheduling algorithm. The FAIR scheduler emphasizes on the fair allocation of the resources in terms of resource pools, in the other hand, capacity scheduling mechanism focuses on allocating the tasks on queue. The work demonstrated by Tiwari [23] have significantly establishes the believe that allocation of task to the queue having the maximum possible resources can outperform the responsiveness of the tasks over the FAIR scheduling technique.
The performance of the capacity scheduler can be measured by the characteristics of the queue and the parallelization of the scheduled tasks [ 
D. HYBRID SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE
Bounded by the limitations of utilization of the information of either the resource pools or the clustering of resources, the above-mentioned scheduling methods are limited in performance. Hence, Nguyen et al. [24] proposed another scheduling mechanism to utilization the awareness of both information and named the scheduler algorithm as Dynamic Priority Based Hybrid scheduler. This algorithm also incorporates the priority of the jobs submitted to the job queue along with the information of resource pools based on locality of resources principle.
The performance of the hybrid scheduler can be measured by the responsiveness of the task processor and the dynamic priority of the scheduled tasks [ Table -4 ].
E. LATE SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE (LONGEST APPROXIMATE TIME TO END)
Scheduling of jobs based on the priority or the locality of resources can be improved utilizing the task burst time. The work by Zaharia et al. [25] have demonstrated the LATE scheduling mechanism or the scheduling method based on Longest Approximate Time to End. The LATE scheduling algorithm does not focus on the resource and job locality principles.
The performance of the LATE scheduler can be measured by the task bust time and the priority of the scheduled tasks [ 
F. SAMR SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE (SELF-ADAPTIVE MAPREDUCE)
Despite the best research attempts available for utilizing the resource locality or the task priority or the resource availability, the task processing cannot be changed and be delayed once allocated. Thus, in the search of finding the automated adjustable scheduler, Q. Chen et al. [26] have proposed a scheduler algorithm to identify the slower running nodes and further migrate the running tasks to the higher performing node for fast completion of the jobs.
The performance of the SAMR scheduler can be measured by the execution time and the priority of the scheduled tasks [ Table -6 ]. 
G. CASH SCHEDULING TECHNIQUE (CONTEXT-AWARE SCHEDULING FOR HADOOP)
The allocation of tasks to the queues or to the clusters or to the resource pools is not always the most feasible factor. Many of the times, it is been observed that the most obvious allocation is not the most feasible possibility. Hence Kumar et al. [27] have proposed a newer method for task allocation based on the context of the execution and the context of the resources, as CASH, are available. This proposed method demonstrates a higher feasibility of task allocation rather than increased waiting time in case of unavailability of the resources.
The performance of the CASH scheduler can be measured by the execution time and the relevancy of the scheduled tasks [ Table -7] . 
V. UPGRADATION OF THE RESEARCH FOCUS
After the detailed analysis on the background of the research problem, it is natural to realize that all the previous research attempts are bounded by the limitation of available resources. The available resources can easily be exhausted during the surge on the consumer requests. Hence, the limitation of the resources must be overcome using scalability of the resources. The scalability of the resources can be achieved by deploying the resources and the tasks and the manageability feature on cloud computing environment.
The scalability of the applications or the jobs or the tasks submitted to the cloud computing can be achieved in two different architectural patterns as vertical and horizontal. Vertical is often thought of as the ''easier'' of the two methods. When scaling a system vertically, you add more power to an existing instance. This can mean more memory (RAM), faster storage such as Solid-State Drives (SSDs), or more powerful processors (CPUs). The reason this is thought to be the easier option is that hardware is often trivial to upgrade on cloud platforms like AWS, where servers are already virtualized. There is also very little (if any) additional configuration you are required to do at the software level.
In the other hand, the Horizontal scaling is slightly more complex. When scaling your systems horizontally, you generally add more servers to spread the load across multiple machines. With this, however, comes added complexity to your system. You now have multiple servers that require the general administration tasks such as updates, security and monitoring but you must also now sync your application, data and backups across many instances.
The main benefit of scalable architecture is performance and the ability to handle bursts of traffic or heavy loads with little or no notice. A scalable system can help keep your application or online business running during peak times and not end up losing you money or damaging your reputation. Having your system set up into services such as the microservices system architecture can make monitoring, feature updates, debugging and scaling easier.
Supplementary, the desired advancements, which are materialized in this study are listed here:
• Firstly, the traditional algorithms with the focus on job type or application characteristics must include the benefits from the strategies depending on the correlationbased algorithms.
• Secondly, the algorithms with the focus on responsiveness of the applications or the response time of the applications must enhance the strategies using the migration time-based strategies or can be also enhanced using the thresholding-based methods.
• Third, the resource-based existing algorithms can be further modified using the maximum utilization strategies with regression methods.
• Fourthly, the algorithms with the emphasis on parallelization of the applications can be further enhanced using the locality of the thresholding methods.
• Finally, the content or priority focused algorithms can be made more efficient using the advantages of the randomness in the application context. These advancements of the methodologies are discussed in the further sections of this work.
Realizing the benefits from scalability of the cloud computing environments, this research further considers the recent load balancing strategies on cloud-based data centers.
Henceforth, in the next section of the work, the parallel research outcomes are analyzed.
VI. EXISTING METHODS AND SYSTEMS
In the recent past, motivated by the challenges of limitation of the resources, a large number of research attempts were presented for balancing the load for high performance computing systems. The primary goal of these research attempts is to increase response time for the applications deployed on cloud-based data centers using migrations of virtual machine for balancing the loads. In this section of work, the parallel research outcomes are analyzed.
The primary strategy for identifying the highly loaded and less loaded instance on cloud is the virtual machine consolidation. The consolidation process can be achieved by many possible algorithms as demonstrated by various researchers. One of the prominent attempts by Feller and Morin [28] showcased the consolidation of the virtual machines on a decentralized environment. Nonetheless, the work is criticized for lack of synchronization. Another parallel research attempt by Marzolla and Babaoglu [29] have demonstrated the use of mutual information sharing or gossiping on the information available with the hypervisor for VM consolidation. This work is also criticized for being highly dependent on the hypervisor information update, causing higher workload on the cloud instances and compromises on the response time.
During the virtual machine migration, the cost for migrating the VMs is the energy. Hence many of the research attempts have approached the problem giving higher priority for energy conservation and moderated priority for response time. One of the similar directional research is presented by Murtazaev [30] . This work is one of the notable enhancements on the proposal given by Vogels [31] , where the initial direction for further research was established as the action items for research beyond the VM consolidations for distributed systems.
In order to consolidate the virtual machines, the research attempts have to depend on the load or specifically overload detection mechanism for the virtual machines. The initial strategy for overload detection is proposed by Beloglazov and Abawajy [32] . This proposed approached demonstrates that the detection of the overload can be easily performed by utilizing one definite threshold. The key drawback of this approach is the determination of the accurate threshold for the complete system. Motivated by the drawback, this work is further enhanced by the same author, Beloglazov and Buyya [33] with an approach for determination of the load threshold dynamically.
The dynamic detection of the load for calculation of the threshold was a ground-breaking approach and further many researchers have attempted to improve the dynamic detection of load on the VMs. One of the recent research attempts, by F. Farahnakian and Liljeberg [34] and subsequently enhanced by Farahnakia and Pahikkala [35] is to deploy regression method on historical utilization of the computing resources, specifically the CPU utilization.
The CPU utilization analysis was severely criticized by other researchers as the CPU utilization can vary based on the application or job type deployed on the virtual machines. The applications demanding more resources for storage or information processing can rather depend highly on the storage resources rather than the computing resources like CPU. Hence, few of the research attempts can be visualized to approach the problem by calculating the load threshold depending on the service level agreements as demonstrated by Ajiro and Tanaka [36] , Wang et al. [37] and subsequently by Wood et al. [38] .
In the other hand, the work by Dorigo and Gambardella [39] have initiated another possible criticism by highlighting the factor that depending one any one parameter for determination of the threshold cannot be the most optimal possible way. This roadmap is also accepted by few of the research attempts and Dorigo et al. [40] demonstrated the possibilities on incorporating multiple factors during the load threshold determination. This was is further realized and improved by Harman et al. [41] by deploying artificial searching strategies to find the most suitable set of parameters for load detection from job characteristics. Further, in this section of the work, the above-mentioned strategies are analyzed.
This section of the work analyses the threshold computational algorithms as one of the primary tasks to be performed for identification of the highly, moderately and least loaded physical hosts on cloud as demonstrated by Theja and Babu [42] .
A. INTER QUARTILE RANGE (IQR) BASED METHODS
The traditional method of data visualization and analytics provide the measure of data distribution as quartile. The quartile measure provides the distribution of the data items over the range and further the range is divided into three major segments based on the median variances.
The mathematical analysis is presented here: Assuming that T is the set of elements with CPU utilization and each element in the T set is denoted as Ci. Hence the relation can be formulated as:
where N is considered to be the length of the set T, after eliminating the possibility of the NULL sets and can be expressed as
Henceforth, the median element of the set T can be expressed as,
Further, the Q1 as the lower quartile can be formulated as,
Similarly, the Q3 as the upper quartile can be formulated as,
Finally, the IQR can be expressed as,
Or,
The visual representation is furnished here [Fig -1 ].
FIGURE 1. IQR analysis.
This principle is applied to measure the threshold detection as demonstrated in the following algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Existing Threshold Detection Using Inter Quartile Range (IQR)
Step-1. Accept the list of active nodes
Step-2. For each active node accept the list of Virtual Machine a. Initialize the CPU utilization and sort in ascending order b. Build the quartiles for each segment c. Calculate IQR as Q3 -Q1
Step-3. Calculate the threshold, Q as 1 -Safety_Range * IQR
Step-4. If the host CPU utilization > Q a. Then mark the host as overloaded Step-5. Else, a. Mark the host node as safe node Step-6. Report the final overloaded list of hosts
B. LOCAL REGRESSION (LR) BASED METHODS
Yet another traditional approach for predicting one component of the research based on another component the regression method. The local regression method defines a more sophisticated approach for determining the progression of the testing dependent variable based on another local variable. The local regression method enables the higher accuracy of the prediction process.
The mathematical analysis is presented here: Assuming that T is the set of elements with CPU utilization and each element in the T set is denoted as Ci. Hence the relation can be formulated as: (16) where N is considered to be the length of the set T, after eliminating the possibility of the NULL sets and can be expressed as
Considering L is the driving load variable in the data center, the dependency equation can be realized as
Further, the weight functions, CW and LW as CPU capacity weight and the Load weight functions respectively, calculation can be visualized as
The visual representation is furnished here [Fig -2 ]. This principle is applied to measure the threshold detection as demonstrated in the following algorithm. 
Algorithm 2 Existing Threshold Detection Using Local Regression (LR)
Step-2. The traditional method for calculating the change pattern in the time series is deviation process. The deviations can be calculated from the mean, median or from the mode by calculating the difference measures. Nevertheless, the most accurate measure can be observed from the median calculation aspects. Once the deviation for all the elements are calculated, further mean must be calculated to achieve the final objective as median absolute deviation.
where N is considered to be the length of the set T, after eliminating the possibility of the NULL sets and can be 92266 VOLUME 7, 2019 expressed as
Hence, calculating the median element from the set T is formulated as following, where M denotes the median element,
Further, calculation of the median deviation, denoted as DM, can be calculated as,
It is natural to realize that, the number of elements in set T will be equal to the set DM.
Further calculation of median absolute deviation, denoted as R, can be presented as,
The visual representation is furnished here [Fig -3 ]. This principle is applied to measure the threshold detection as demonstrated in the following algorithm.
D. ROBUST LOCAL REGRESSION (LRR) BASED METHODS
Yet another enhancement to the traditional approach for predicting one component of the research based on another component the regression method. The local regression method defines a more sophisticated approach for determining the progression of the testing dependent variable based on another local variable. The local regression method enables the higher accuracy of the prediction process. The enhancements made to the local regression method is to reduce the errors using the weight function combined for both the variables.
The mathematical analysis is presented here: Assuming that T is the set of elements with CPU utilization and each element in the T set is denoted as Ci. Hence the relation can be formulated as: where N is considered to be the length of the set T, after eliminating the possibility of the NULL sets and can be expressed as
Finally, the combined weight function, CLW can be calculated as,
The visual representation is furnished here [Fig -4 ].
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Algorithm 4 Existing Threshold Detection Using Robust Local Regression (LRR)
Step Step-4. If the host CPU utilization > R Step-5. Then mark the host as overloaded
Step-6. Else, a. Mark the host node as safe node Step-7. Report the final overloaded list of hosts
E. STATIC THRESHOLD (THR) BASED METHODS
Lastly, the static threshold-based methods are subjected to the assumption of the load and CPU utilization. These methods are highly criticized for making questionable and independent assumptions to compute the threshold values for identification of the overloaded virtual machines and physical cloud-based hosts.
The details of the other algorithms are analyzed and discussed in the further sections of this chapter.
VII. CLASSIFICATION OF ALGORITHMS FOR VIRTUAL MACHINE CONSOLIDATIONS
This section of the work mathematically analyses the existing methods and algorithms for selecting or consolidating the virtual machines. Virtual machine selection is one of the second most important tasks after the thresholds are identified. As showcased in the work of Perla Ravi Theja et al [42] and subsequently by SK. Khadar Babu et al. [43] , the classifications are presented here.
A. MAXIMUM CORRELATION (MC) BASED METHODS
The method for detecting the correlation is used for determining the dependencies between multiple research parameters. The relation between two parameters can be identified easily using the any domain function. Nonetheless, the correlation between more variables for any research problem demands higher computations parameters to be included.
The mathematical analysis is presented here.
Assuming the set of parameters to be considered for finding the correlation is P and every parameter in the set is assumed as Ai. Hence, the basic formulation can be realized as,
Here, K is assumed to be the total number of elements in set P. Further, the correlation set C denotes the all possible correlations between the attributes in the set P and can be formulated as,
Henceforth, finding the maximum correlated set will produce the desired outcome for the analysis and can be represented as, MC, as,
The visual representation is furnished here [Fig -5 ]. This principle is applied to measure the virtual machine selection or consolidation as demonstrated in the following algorithm.
B. MINIMUM MIGRATION TIME (MMT) BASED METHODS
The detection of highly loaded virtual machines can be helpful in determining which virtual machine is to be migrated to less loaded node or physical instance. However, many of the situation can be observed where the many virtual
Algorithm 5 Existing Virtual Machine Consolidation Using Maximum Correlation (MC)
Step-1. Accept the list of overloaded virtual machines
Step machine or physical hosts will be under similar load situations. Thus, finding the specific virtual machine is a real challenging task. Considering the energy complications, this minimum migration time algorithm proposes identifies the VM to migrate based on the least migration time and concerning to the this, the less energy consuming VM. This principle is applied to measure the virtual machine selection or consolidation as demonstrated in the following algorithm.
Algorithm 6 Existing Virtual Machine Consolidation Using Minimum Migration Time (MMT)
Step-2. Calculate the network transfer speed as NS
Step 
C. RANDOM SELECTION (RS) BASED METHODS
In computing randomness defines a larger problem space. The selection in any random order from a definite selection space can be highly complex as the selection must not follow any specific pattern. Nevertheless, the randomness in selection of the research item does not depend on any external knowledge, hence the possibilities of higher accuracy is questionable. However, the time complexity can be very less in case of the best possible selection during the best-case scenarios.
This principle is applied to measure the virtual machine selection or consolidation as demonstrated in the following algorithm.
D. MINIMUM UTILIZATION (MU) BASED METHODS
The final classifications of the virtual machine migration algorithms focus on the generating less overhead for the
Algorithm 7 Existing Virtual Machine Consolidation Using Random Selection (RS)
Step- longer processing durations of the jobs or the applications. The minimum utilization policy ensures to migrate less loaded virtual machines to moderately loaded nodes to ensure balancing of the loads by utilizing the principle of energy consumption reduction.
Henceforth, with the detailed analysis of the possible virtual machine load detection and migration algorithms, this work furnishes the final possible combinations of the algorithms to be utilized for load balancing. This summarization is motivated by the work of Heidari and Buyya [45] and presented here .
In the further sections of this work, the achieved results are analyzed and discussed.
VIII. ANALYSIS OF THE DATASETS
This work dependably analyzes the algorithms types on various public datasets. The dataset characteristics are important VOLUME 7, 2019 for the research as the parametric information in the dataset governs the deciding factors of the research.
Hence, in this section of the work, the analysis of the possible datasets is carried out with description of the parameters. In the domain of cloud-based datacenter load balancing research, the Planet Lab provides the majority of the prominent datasets. The dataset is maintained by Planet Lab organization and can be obtained freely. The description of the dataset is provided by Sevinc [46] . Thus, this research focuses primarily on the PlanetLab datasets.
The description of the parameters is discussed here:
A. DATASET NAME
The name or the dataset id is the unique identifier of the dataset, which ensures appropriate references to the actual collection of the research findings. The dataset name utilized by PlanetLab is the based on the timestamp of the process, when the collection of the data started.
B. NUMBER OF TRACES
The dataset provided by PlanetLab contains multiple trace files from different datacenters or from different listening ports. The trace files contained primary events of the datacenter directing to decide on the load balancing factors. More number of traces helps in deciding the threshold values or the identification of the virtual machines more accurately.
C. LOCATION
The location of the traces not only makes the dataset diversified, rather also helps in identifying different parametric analytics as region-based load balancers performances, pick time load analysis and deployed application types. The PlanetLab dataset revels the primary location of the trace files without intimating the personal information of the application owner or application consumers.
D. EVENT ID
In a cloud-based datacenter environment, the traces are created based on the any of the events. The type of the events can generically be referred as one of the remote methods calls by the application developers from the application consumer end. The traces generated by the event calls can further help in evaluating the performance of the load balancer in less, moderate or high load situations. The PlanetLab dataset provides the unique event ids for the record events and based on the event ids, the details of the events can be mined further.
E. NODE ID
During a distributed datacenter task processing situation, the applications and the resources can be distributed over heterogeneous or homogeneous nodes in different locations. The PlanetLab dataset provides the unique node id for each trace record and the detailed configuration of the nodes can further be mined based on the node id.
F. FAULT CODE
The fault codes are used to denote the status of the application consumers API calls. Most of the PlanetLab datasets provides the fault codes for identification of the trace errors and further enhancements of identification of the reason for failure caused by application or the load balancer.
G. MESSAGE
The PlanetLab dataset traces also contains the optional messages generated by the load balancer after completion of the virtual machine migration process. Hence, this work analyses the capabilities of the available dataset based on the mentioned parameters here .
In the next section of this chapter, the performance analyzing factors for the standard algorithms are discussed.
IX. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section of the chapter, the performance analysis of the standard load balancing algorithms is carried out. The metric for the performance analysis is also explained in this part of the work.
Firstly, this analyses the metric for the performance analysis.
A. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF HOSTS
The number of hosts in the cloud computing environment can be important to justify the load distribution for the applications. The hosts are generically the pre-defined physical server configurations on any datacenter, primarily profiled using reference to the physical configurations denoted as 
Also, the number of hosts denoted by N can be further formulated as,
B. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF VMs
The virtual machines for each data center solely depend on the physical hosts. The equal distribution or the on-demand distribution of the of the physical resources builds the virtual machines. The calculation of the number of virtual machines can be formulated as
where, VM[] and D denote the virtual machine set and load characteristics.
C. METRIC FOR TOTAL SIMULATION TIME
The total simulation time is the duration of the experiment to understand the behavioral pattern of the load balancing algorithm in due course of time. It is natural to realize that in the simulation environment, the actual time, denoted as T is scaled with the simulated time, denoted as K, by the pre-decided time scaling factor, denoted as S and can be formulated as,
D. METRIC FOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION (kWh)
The energy consumption is one of the prime deciding factors to select any virtual machine migration algorithm. Motived by the green computing, majority of the data center are adopting the VM migration strategies, which can operate in low energy mode. The calculation of the energy consumption can be done with the traditional formulation of power consumed by the data center infrastructure denoted as P and the duration of the consumption denoted as T,
E. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF VM MIGRATIONS
The number of virtual machine migration can be the deciding factor for the best service level agreement satisfiable load balancing algorithm. The virtual machine migration from host to destination causes the shutdown time and the migration time to increase and finally results in increase of response time.
Hence, calculating the number of virtual machine migrations are one of the most important metrics in load balancing. 
F. METRIC FOR SLA PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DUE TO MIGRATION
The service level agreement is the measure for any application to decide the responsiveness of the application. The consumers of the applications demand the higher service level agreements to ensure less down time for the services. It is been observed that the service levels are bound to be compromised due to the migration of the virtual machine. Nonetheless, the migration process also ensures less waiting time for the consumers. Hence, the violation of SLA is less. The SLA violation or degradation can be measured using the VM shutdown time (ST), VM transfer time (VT) and startup time (SAT) and can be formulated as,
G. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF NODE SHUTDOWNS
The number of hosts shutdown is the measure for the data center infrastructure efficiency or DCiE. The number of hosts shutdown can easily be measured from the dead nodes (DN) VOLUME 7, 2019 from the set of physical hosts (H[]) and can be formulated as,
H. METRIC FOR MEAN TIME BEFORE A HOST SHUTDOWN (Sec)
The running time (T[]) for the physical host is the primary factor for calculating the mean time before host shutdown, denoted as TS, and can be formulated as,
Considering n is the total number of elements in set T[].
I. METRIC FOR MEAN TIME BEFORE A VM MIGRATION (Sec)
The mean time before a VM migration, denoted as TVM, is the combination of the mean time before a host shutdown (TS) and time to identify the loaded virtual machine (LT) and can be formulated as,
Or, 
J. METRIC FOR EXECUTION TIME (Sec)
The execution time for any application submitted to the data center can be calculated as the submission time (SubT) of the job or the task and the completion time (ComT) of the tasks. Regardless to mention, the implications of the simulation time scaling factor, as demonstrated in Eq. 1.38, must be considered to calculate the actual time for execution of the tasks. The calculation of the execution Time, T, can be furnished as,
In the further section of this chapter the comparative analysis discussions for each algorithm type on each listed dataset are performed and analyzed.
X. OPEN CHALLENGES AND BOTTLENECKS IN VM MIGRATION FOR LOAD BALANCING
The never-ending research in the field of virtual machine migrations for load balancing motivates number of researchers to produce, significant works in this research fields. To formulate the problem for the research, this work again considers few more parallel researches outcomes, where the bottleneck is clearly observable .
With the detailed understanding of the existing methods for load balancing using virtual machine migrations, the following short coming are identified and the proposed set of solutions.
In this section of the work, the demand or the scopes for the research is identified. • Firstly, most of the proposed researches are focused on the specific service models. Hence a wide range of service models needs to be considered in order to prove the performance enhancements.
• Secondly, the Virtual Machine based implementation are demonstrated in parallel research outcomes, however the power demands of the virtual machines are increasing, which needs to be addressed.
• Third, the most ignored fragment in the parallel researches are the power management and power aware algorithms not considering the smart power grid into the architecture to improve the power consumption.
• Fourthly, there are a wide range of researches are being executed focusing on specific domain data like medical domain data or tactical networks. The generic characteristics of the services may lead to the situation in variation of load balances.
• Fifth, the implementations of the parallel researches majorly concentrate on the public cloud-based load balancing. Nevertheless, the implantations of the load balancing algorithms will demonstrate the different outcomes in case of hybrid cloud. Finally, none of the parallel researches demonstrates the use of predictive performance evaluation matrix using machine learning for enhancement.
XI. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
This section of the chapter discussed the performance of the existing load balancing strategies over the performance comparison metrics as discussed in the earlier section of this work.
A. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF HOSTS ANALYSIS
The number of hosts analysis is presented here [ The result is visualized graphically here [Fig -6 ]. The initial condition for the experiments with all the algorithms and on each dataset, must be similar and thus the initial numbers of physical host nodes on the datacenter are same.
B. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF VMs ANALYSIS
The number of VM analysis is presented here [ Table -13] and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -7] .
The initial condition for the experiments with all the algorithms and on each dataset, must be similar and thus the initial numbers of machines on each physical node of the datacenter are same.
C. METRIC FOR TOTAL SIMULATION TIME ANALYSIS
The number of total simulation time analysis is presented here [ Table - 14] and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -8 ].
The total simulation time is the measure of the task completion time for each algorithm type. This measure is considered under similar situations and thus, provides a standard comparison of the algorithms to be called as most time efficient, moderately time efficient and finally least time efficient.
The duration of the simulation is one of the most conclusive factors on various metrics such as energy consumption or the number of virtual machines been migrated or number of physical hosts to be shutdown, hence for a neutral analysis, the simulation time for all the experiments are kept similar, though few of the algorithms demonstrates static behavior after a specific point of time. 
D. METRIC FOR ENERGY CONSUMPTION (kWh) ANALYSIS
The Energy Consumption Analysis is presented here [ Table - 15] and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -9 ].
The performance of robust local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection performs the best under this metric analysis. The elaborated reason is furnished in the previous section of this work with detailed mathematical analysis of the algorithm types.
E. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF VM MIGRATIONS ANALYSIS
In this section of the work, the number of VM migration analysis is carried out and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -10 ]. The performance of local regression method for threshold determination and maximum correlation for the VM selection performs the best under this metric analysis. The elaborated reason is furnished in the previous section of this work with detailed mathematical analysis of the algorithm types.
F. METRIC FOR SLA PERF DEGRADATION DUE TO MIGRATION ANALYSIS
This section of the work analyses the SLA performance degradation for various algorithms under various datasets [ Table - 17] and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -11] .
A service-level agreement is a dedication between a service supplier and a customer. Aspects of the service -quality, availability, duties -are agreed between the service supplier and the service client.
The performance measures of local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection performs the best under this metric analysis.
G. METRIC FOR NUMBER OF NODE SHUTDOWNS ANALYSIS
The analysis for physical node shutdown is presented here [ Table - 18] and the result is visualized graphically here [Fig -12 ].
The performance of local regression method for threshold determination and maximum correlation for the VM selection performs the best.
H. METRIC FOR MEAN TIME BEFORE A HOST SHUTDOWN (Sec) ANALYSIS
The analysis for mean time before a host shutdown is presented here .
The result is visualized graphically here [Fig -13 ]. The outcomes from the Median Absolute Deviation method for threshold determination and minimum utilization for the VM selection achieves the best results for host shutdown scenarios.
I. METRIC FOR MEAN TIME BEFORE A VM MIGRATION (Sec) ANALYSIS
The analysis for mean time before a VM migration is presented here [ Table -20] .
Post-duplicate VM migration is started by suspending the VM at the source. With the VM suspended, an insignificant subset of the execution condition of the VM is exchanged to the objective. The VM is then continued at the objective. Simultaneously, the source effectively pushes the rest of the memory pages of the VM to the objective -an action known as pre-paging. At the objective, if the VM endeavors to get to a page that has not yet been exchanged, it creates a page-shortcoming. These shortcomings, known as system flaws, are caught at the objective and diverted to the source, which reacts with the blamed page. Too many system issues can debase execution of utilizations running inside the VM. Consequently, pre-paging can progressively adjust the page transmission request to arrange blames by effectively pushing pages in the region of the last flaw. A perfect pre-paging plan would veil vast greater part of system deficiencies, in spite of the fact that its exhibition relies on the memory get to example of the VM's remaining burden. Post-duplicate sends each page precisely once over the system. Conversely, preduplicate can exchange a similar page on different occasions if the page is dirtied over and again at the source amid migration.
The result is visualized graphically here [Fig -14 ]. Performance of local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection produces the finest outcomes for the VM migrations and reduces the time complexity to a significant extend.
J. METRIC FOR EXECUTION TIME (Sec) ANALYSIS
The final section of the experimental analysis presents the job or task completion time for the analyzed algorithms .
The result is visualized graphically here [Fig -15 ].
The results for the robust local regression method for threshold determination and random selection for the virtual VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 15. Execution/task completion time metric analysis. machines demonstrates the best performance and significantly reduces the time complexity for execution or task completion times with better satisfiability of the SLA.
XII. CONCLUSION
In the due course of the literature survey, the observation is to that the initial research attempts where been made on the Hadoop framework and the initial strategies were showcased as FIFO, FAIR, Capacity, Hybrid, LATE, SAMR and Context aware allocation of tasks or jobs. This work analyzes the characteristics of these algorithms with parametric metric. Further, realizing the demand to migrate the load balancing strategies to the cloud, this work analyses the Threshold Detection Policy as Inter Quartile Range, Local Regression, Median Absolute Deviation, Robust Local Regression and Static Threshold. In the same continuation, VM Consolidation Policies are also analyzed as Maximum Correlation, Minimum Migration Time, Minimum Utilization and Random Selection. The mathematical analysis demonstrates the advantages and bottlenecks of each algorithm categories. The work is intended to analyses the possible effects of these algorithm type combinations on different datasets, hence nearly 10 datasets are analyzed using Number of Traces, Location Information, Event Id, Node Id, Fault Code and Message as parameters for comparisons. Furthermore, this work deploys a standard metric for performance comparisons of the standard algorithms and presents the experimental results on various datasets using few metrics as Number of hosts, Number of VMs, Total simulation time, Energy consumption, Number of VM migrations, SLA degradation due to migration, Number of node shutdowns, mean time before a host shutdown, Mean time before a VM migration and Execution time. Finally, this work concludes few of the major bottlenecks to be taken under the further research attempts as Firstly, demonstration of cloud-based service type variations on Hadoop based multiple queue load balancing. Secondly, identification of the existing optimal load balancing matching for specific application types. Thirdly, proposing a novel generative adversarial method combining the genetic algorithms for load balancing. Fourthly, proposing a novel predictive performance evaluation metric for migrating applications and finally, this study concludes, that the performance of robust local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection are proven to be the best for energy conservation, the number of migration of the virtual machines are least for the local regression method for threshold determination and maximum correlation for the VM selection, the service level agreement or SLA can be best satisfiable with the performance measures of local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection, the number of physical host shutdowns can increase the effect on the environment and reboot process as the lease can be noted for local regression method for threshold determination and maximum correlation for the VM selection, Median Absolute Deviation method for threshold determination and minimum utilization for the VM selection achieves the best results for host shutdown scenarios, local regression method for threshold determination and minimum migration time for the VM selection produces the finest outcomes for the VM migrations and reduces the time complexity to a significant extend and the robust local regression method for threshold determination and random selection for the virtual machines demonstrates the best performance and significantly reduces the time complexity for execution or task completion times with better satisfiability of the SLA.
